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Here's the e-mail received by the MSHD
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Auto forwarded by a Rule

Hello
I am writing this 2.206 petition to put all 104 operating nuclear facilities into a safe shutdown mode (mode 5), Because of
the NRC lack of action to DOCKETED US NRC PRM 26-8 November 26,2012 (3:43_pm).
The FFD program is flawed and does not work any more as designed. It dose not protect the public as designed. This
petition is a response from NRC response to allegation report R1 1 201 1-A-0207...In today's day and age there are
SYNTHETIC DRUGS readily available.These SYNTHETIC DRUGS mimic ALL DRUGS that are currently tested for in a
12 panel test, The SYNTHETIC DRUGS are undetectable with standard drug test and are being used in the nuclear
power Field. The current out-dated FFD program does not meet the standards it was designed too. The FFD program
does not provide safety/security to the general public.The FFD program Can not prove/guarantee to the public there is no
drug use at there local nuclear plants. Federal agencies (DEA), State law makers,The military and others have taken
immediate emergency action on the matter of synthetic drugs use. Synthetic drugs mimic all drugs tested for under
current FFD testing. The synthetic drugs are not detected by drug testing now being used.
The second part of the FFD program (behavioral observation ) program is flawed and does not work any more as
designed. If a supervisor thinks one of his employes is under the influence of drugs and sends him for a drug test he
would show up clean because they don't test for synthetic Drugs and back to work he goes high as a kite.
Second fact is Behavioral observation does not work during outages.Example St Lucie brought in over 4000 people from
all over the country for there last outage. Supervisors never meeting there crew members before. Workers never working
together before, how can someone make a behavioral observation on someone they have never meet before? THEY
CANT!!!! That being said The whole FFD program is flawed and DOES NOT WORK!!! In 2011 there were 41 FFD
violations and 23 were supervisors your FFD program is broken and needs immediate attention to provide safety/security
to the public as designed. Untill the NRC can do that. ALL 104 nuclear plants need to be in safe shut down mode!!T!!!!
Thomas King
7548 S Hwy 1 #144
Port Saint Lucie 34952
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